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OUR MISSION
BK Reader’s mission is to be the leading destination online for Central Brooklyn residents seeking information, updates and resources on their neighborhood. BK Reader
aims to be a trusted platform for community engagement, to raise the level of socio-political discourse in the community, while also inspire active participation in local
businesses, community development efforts, volunteerism and the cultural arts.

Launched in 2013, BK Reader (formerly The Brooklyn Reader) is a subsidiary of The
Original Media Group, LLC (OMG!), a media relations agency founded in 2000,
three-times M/WBE-certified to do business with the City of New York.
BK Reader (www.BKReader.com) is an online hyperlocal daily news source reflecting
the art, culture, politics, fashion and lifestyle of the fastest-developing areas of Central
and East Brooklyn, including Bedford-Stuyvesant, Crown Heights, Fort Greene, Clinton Hill, Brownsville, East New York, Prospect Heights and Flatbush.
BK Reader is for Brooklyn, by Brooklyn. With more than 50 local writers and bloggers,
originally reported stories by local journalists and fresh new content disseminated
every morning to our email subscribers, BK Reader reflects the ever-evolving and
diverse voices and interests of its residents. Additionally, BK Reader is the only news
site in Brooklyn to offer geolocation services where the Reader can search stories
within blocks of their zip code.
BK Reader is Brooklyn’s most trusted, fastest-growing and authentic local source for
news and information.

BK Readers are a diverse mix of “Old Brooklyn” and “New Brooklyn,” in age, income
and ethnicity. (Source: Site survey conducted in December 2020)

Age

BROOKLYN! THE COOLEST CITY ON THE PLANET!
After GQ Magazine named Brooklyn “The Coolest City on the Planet” and USA
Today listed Brooklyn #8 among the Top-10 most popular tourist destinations in the
world, there’s no denying it: Brooklyn is the hottest brand in America!
According the U.S. Census Bureau, Brooklyn is the fastest-growing borough in the
city and one of the fastest-growing counties in the state and is set to outpace Chicago
in population and size by the year 2020.
A 2016 report by the Downtown Brooklyn Partnership found that, between 2009 and
2013, Brooklyn’s most significant population change was among the young adult population (ages 18-44) which increased by nearly 30 percent. The number of residents
with a four-year college degree increased from 35 to 55 percent over the same period,
while private sector employment rose by nearly one-third, most markedly in the media
and information, technical, hospitality and arts sectors.
Brooklyn is a burgeoning innovation hub, a leader in small business development,
cultural trendsetter, a global brand! It’s no wonder nearly everyone, everywhere has a
#BrooklynGaze.

18-24 yrs
25-34 yrs
35-44 yrs
45-54 yrs
55+yrs

Gender
30%
30%
16%
11%
13%

Ethnicity
Black
Caucasian
Hispanic
Asian
Other

Identifies as Male
55%
Identifies as Female
42%
Identifies as Non-Binary 3%

Social Media
57%
24%
9%
2%
8%

(as of 1/1/21; this grows daily)

Facebook:
Instagram::
Twitter:

7.7K followers
12.5K followers
5.3K followers

Website Traffic:
Users

1,355,733

Source:
Google Web Analytics and Alexa and site survey (conducted December 2020)
Reader Residency

Reader Behavior

• Outside of NYC: 18%

• Facebook: 7,700 Followers

• Bedford-Stuyvesant: 20%

• Instagram: 12,500 Followers

• Bushwick: 14%

• Instagram: 5,300 Followers

• Another neighborhood in Brooklyn: 15%

• 78% enter through a social media

• Crown Heights: 10%

• 78% through mobile device

• Brownsville/East New York: 8%

• 52% access through a mobile device

• Fort Greene/Clinton Hill: 7%

• 44% access through their desktop/laptop

• Flatbush: 7%

• 4% access through a tablet

• Prospect Heights: 7%

1,660,018

New Users

Pages/Session

Page Views

Avg. Session Duration

1,374,499
AUDIENCE

Sessions

1,988,302
Sessions per User

1.22

2020 Monthly Average

Page Views: 150,000+

9.7%

1.20

00:00:39

90.3%

Bounce Rate

83.15%
Impressions: 700,000+

New Visitor
Returning

Participants in a DYCD-funded “Young Journalists in Training” program interviewed the owners of the historic Emeline’s Restaurant in Bed-Stuy.

For Brooklyn, by Brooklyn

BK READER

BK Reader is the only independent online daily news source that is truly for Brooklyn,
by Brooklyn -- not a corporate conglomerate run by writers who live outside of the
neighborhood. In fact, all of BK Reader’s trained journalists live right in Brooklyn!

BK Reader is very active in community volunteerism and committed to local youth
development: The “Young Voices” section of the site encourages writers, age 8-18,
to participate in the community dialogue, while “Brooklyn Exposed,” a volunteer partnership with Bridge Street Development Corporation, provides professional guidance
and a media platform for at-risk youth interested in photography.

A true hyperlocal community site lets the community lead. BK Reader is careful
not to assume we know what is “news” in the community and what is good for the
community-- particularly when the neighborhood is changing! For this reason, in our
“Local Voices” section, we give any local resident who desires a writing platform to
share their professional and personal insights on local issues.
Close to 25 percent of the site’s content and editorial comes from the bloggers and
writers who are local residents: They are teachers, members of the NY City Council,
mom-and-pop store owners; community board members, yoga instructors, public
housing residents, brownstone owners, recent college graduates -- anyone with a
stake in the community.

s THE COMMUNITY!

BK Reader works with Summer Youth Employment Program (SYEP) teens who
serve as “BrooklynKnights,” BK Reader’s “Social Media for Social Justice” army.
BK Reader staff also teaches for DYCD-sponsored programs that introduce middle-school children to the beauty and value of civic journalism.
Also, in the fall of 2017, a newly formed partnership between BK Reader and Bedford Stuyvesant Restoration Corporation will bring ongoing media arts training to its
world-class cultural arts program!

http://www.bkreader.com

For more information, email info@bkreader.com

